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California Healthcare Atlas Offers
Single, Easy-to-Use Portal
Californians will require comprehensive
information about their local and regional
health care delivery systems more than
ever as a result of health care reform.
Fortunately, the Office of Statewide
Health Planning and Development
(OSHPD) has a powerful new tool for
making the content of data more transparent: the highly interactive California
Healthcare Atlas.
This interactive, Internet GIS mapping application provides users with a
large and growing data warehouse and
geospatial database containing detailed
information on licensing, finances, and
utilization of hospitals and health care

facilities, as well as annual patient summary reports. Michael O’Neill, OSHPD’s
senior geospatial architect, describes
this web-based query system, which
offers a variety of health care-related
maps courtesy of Esri GIS technology.
“This website presents and integrates
OSHPD patient, financial, facility, licensing, health professions work force, inpatient discharge, and geographic data into
one easy-to-use, open-data portal,” said
O’Neill.
The newest version of the atlas offers
a more powerful experience, beckoning
users to dig deeper than ever before by
utilizing the interactive mapping of these

data summaries, O’Neill said. Whether
you’re curious about the location of
nearby hospitals and clinics or are a
health profession graduate seeking job
opportunities in underserved areas, the
atlas provides an array of wide-ranging
information and analyses via its dynamic
charts, graphs, and responsive maps
courtesy of Esri GIS technology, he
explained.
The site logically organizes and crossreferences more than 16,000 geographic
places in California with a myriad of
health care facts (from a long list of state
and federal sources) into a cohesive,

Search for Places by Name or ID

 A wide variety of visualizations and mixture of data sources transforms disparate raw data into tangible information.

continued on page 4
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Thought Leadership

Creating Healthy Communities
Throughout the last decade, there has been a
noticeable increase in the number of people
who are considered overweight and/or obese.
The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC) has developed maps showing the increase
over time and the development of categories of
obesity that did not previously exist.
Historically, policy makers have looked on health issues such
as obesity as being the personal responsibility of the citizen
and, that being the case, not within the role of government. But
what has come to their attention are the long-term impacts
on their citizenry such as an unhealthy work force, rising health
care costs, and increased demand on human services. Along
with that is the realization that policies put in place may have
impacts on the health of their constituents for years to come.
Editor Emily Pierce sat down with Esri health and human services industry specialist Angelica Baltazar Almeida to discuss
the issues and the role GIS plays in developing the healthy
communities we need.

EP: How bad is our health in the United States?
ABA: We are experiencing an epidemic of unprecedented proportions, and it is an epidemic of poor nutrition and physical
inactivity. The New England Journal of Medicine cites that “the
youth of today may, on average, live less healthy and possibly
even shorter lives than their parents.”* This statement has been
the sounding alarm for public health professionals, parents, and
policy makers to make needed changes and drive real attention
to this concern. The CDC states that one in three Americans
born in the year 2000 will develop diabetes over their lifetime.
The numbers increase if that child is a person of color, and
these numbers are staggering. This is a health crisis in the
making, but we have an opportunity to make changes now and
reverse the tide.

EP: How can GIS help?
ABA: We can use geographic information for collaborating,
sharing, and understanding data to change health policy in
communities. GIS for Healthy Communities provides a geographic reference that is essential to integrating information. It
helps us to know not just the why but the where, and this plays
a significant role in community health. For example, environmental scans can help to identify the assets as well as the gaps
or needs in a community. The data about a community helps us
understand the population. Most importantly, GIS aids policy
makers in visualizing the areas of greatest need in their communities—whether it’s helping site the newest school, understanding health issues, or knowing where economic incentives

or public safety policies will have the most impact and benefit
to the health of their community.

EP: What else can we do?
ABA: We can play an active role in changing the future health
of our communities, where the policies we develop impact our
environment and create a systemic change. We need to make
the healthy choice the easy choice. Policies are being enacted
without a way to evaluate progress. We need metrics that are
universal and that include health (public and environmental);
clinical care (access to health); physical/built environment; and
social/economic indicators, including sustainability. Only by
addressing the problem holistically can we hope to incorporate
a systemic change.
We can revamp the way we design our communities to
improve health where we live, work, and play. Many of the principles that make communities healthier also make them more
attractive and affordable places. I think the healthy community
design principles we should promote are these:
•• Mixed land use and land-use density that supports short
distances between homes, work, schools, and recreation will
allow people to walk or bike more easily to them. Planning
documents utilize GIS to describe land uses but can also be
layered with information to make recreational opportunities
accessible to a majority of the community. It can guide where
a school is sited to promote walkability.
•• Public transit can reduce dependence on automobiles. GIS
provides data that helps us understand where appropriate
transit stops can make transportation accessible and more
inclusive to the community as a whole. For example, does
the local city transit route include hospitals, medical facilities, pharmacies, senior centers, and educational facilities or a
route that increases access to seniors, allowing them to age in
place? By layering this important information on top of available routes, gaps in service are identified.
•• Pedestrian and bicycle infrastructure should include sidewalks
and bike paths that are safely removed from automobile traffic
and clear, easy-to-follow signage. GIS plays a major role in understanding the health of a population in regard to transit and available pedestrian infrastructure. With insights from GIS, Safe Routes
to School plans can be designed so our children are protected.
continued on page 4

*S. Jay Olshansky et al., “A Potential Decline in Life Expectancy in the United States in the 21st
Century,” New England Journal of Medicine, Volume 352:1138–1145, no. 11, March 17, 2005.
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Creating Healthy Communities

continued from page 3

•• Communities should be accessible and socially equitable to
all residents regardless of age, ability, income, and cultural
custom. GIS assists in identifying the target population, ensuring access, and siting the most appropriate location for health
services, community centers, and government offices.
•• Parks and open space need to be accessible to all ages and
levels of ability. GIS can be used to identify existing space,
make the case for preservation of agricultural lands, and plan
out other amenities such as community gardens and accessible playgrounds where they are needed most.

EP: Overall, what are the benefits to making
these policy changes?
ABA: The benefits of a healthy community are many. By creating safe and comfortable streets and sidewalks, we encourage
community members to incorporate physical activity into their
daily routine. Increasing access to nutritious foods promotes
health and stimulates the economy by bringing in markets and
local jobs. Providing transportation options like public transit,
biking, and walking helps reduce traffic and air pollution. When
we protect water quality and make communities more attractive by preserving wetlands and undeveloped land, people are
given a place to play, relax, and connect with nature.

EP: What are some other ways GIS can
advance this cause?
ABA: GIS helps in the overall planning and evaluation of a
healthy community. You can identify counties with comparable
demographics and socioeconomics to find true comparison for
progress and efforts. A rural county in the Midwest cannot be
compared to a large urban county in the North. Using this information to identify the where helps to understand what policies
work in particular communities.
Geography is a connector and the perfect vehicle for communication. Cities and counties can share their data via maps made
available online, therefore providing transparency and a forum
for engagement. Residents can contribute information through
apps that engage them in data collection and sharing with their
community while providing an avenue for their input. Dashboards
provide citizens and local governments near to real-time updates
on where a community is in the process of their initiatives. But
most importantly, GIS helps to tell the story in a way that’s easily
shared and understood. This is a tool for true policy change.

For more information, contact Angelica
Baltazar Almeida at abaltazar@esri.com.

California Healthcare Atlas Offers Single, Easy-to-Use Portal
continued from cover
user-friendly, searchable, and cross-referenced atlas of health
care information. For example, users can “geobrowse” hospitals in any part of California, then learn a wide variety of facts
about those facilities such as financials, special designations,
number of beds, common surgery costs, service utilizations,
and payer reimbursement rates (see sidebar on page 15) .
“California is the only state in the nation to host such a collection of geographic and health care data that is fully searchable,
cross-referenced, indexed, discoverable, and yet still user-friendly,” said O’Neill. “We have been wrestling with how to connect
more people to our data for years and think we’ve had a breakthrough with this latest version of our atlas product. Nobody has
a platform like this.”
According to O’Neill, the atlas serves a diverse set of users.
In its pre-atlas days, OSHPD produced data and data products
mainly for policy makers, researchers, and facility administrators.
They continue to be core consumers of OSHPD-based data.
“But what the atlas does so elegantly is connect a wealth of
once-disparate data and then make those relationships easily
found and understood,” he said. “This makes current data
users happier and new data consumers feel well served.”
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“Previously, you would have had to find multiple files or systems and then synthesize the data to get the complete picture or
to get answers,” O’Neill recalled. By contrast, with today’s atlas,
the data compilation and cross-referencing has been done and
then published in OSHPD’s search engine-optimized platform so
that information now might be one Internet search away.
“We’ve not perfected the atlas by any means. That would
take resources we simply don’t have today,” said O’Neill. “But
what we have done so far is to open data silos—wrapped in an
inviting package—thus allowing many more would-be information consumers access to authoritative content.”

Users Find Atlas Data Valuable
Alfio Levy, senior associate at Alameda Health System, observed that the hospital market content is proving valuable for
growth planning as health care reform continues to unfold. The
inpatient-based market maps are “critical for evaluating our
growth strategies and have enabled us to have more informed
conversations with potential affiliate and partner organizations,”
continued on page 14

Pensacola Goes Live with GoMaps
At the City of Pensacola, Florida, GIS coordinator Paul Kelly
faced a common problem. City leaders asked him to bring
together multiple sources of GIS data as well as data stored
in other databases such as business licenses, occupational
licenses, and code enforcement violations. He needed a way
to provide this in a live web and mobile environment for citizen
access and internal users.
ROK Technologies, Inc., an Esri partner, suggested using
GoMaps, which is based on the ArcGIS platform. It provides
citizens and employees with a user-friendly interface while
enabling powerful GIS analysis and reporting including complex queries, redlining, saving projects, exporting Excel files,
and creating spatial buffers. It addressed the city’s needs with
a single point of information access. ROK also provided the city
with an additional level of disaster preparedness via geodatabase replication to ROK’s private cloud.
The project was divided into two phases. Phase I used existing data within ArcGIS and focused on reporting and analysis
from a parcel-based perspective. Currently, there are five

separate reports that can be run to inform the user of a parcel’s
council district, zoning, future land use, and garbage and recycling pickup days, as well as dozens of special districts such as
the Airport Noise Zone, Historic District, and Enterprise Zone.
During Phase I, the city also built a vacant lot query to
support economic development. Like many historic cities,
Pensacola is largely built out with limited open space for
construction. Staff and management can use the tool when
working with prospective industries to select parcels based
on their land-use category, zoning, parcel size, and whether a
building currently exists on the property. Use of the vacant lot
query, along with the parcel-based reporting tools, gives staff
and management a much clearer picture than has ever been
previously possible.
Phase II of the project is currently in its early stages.
Expansion of GoMaps from its existing GIS data and capabilities will focus largely on other information that is currently
not spatially enabled. Guiding the decisions on what data to
focus on next will be the IT Governance Board for the City of
Pensacola. Data existing in the work
order management system, along with
lease data stored in the financial management system, will be among the
candidates of data that will be included
in the future.

For more information,
contact GIS coordinator
Paul Kelly at PAKelly
@cityofpensacola.com.

 A vacant lot search helps economic

development staff show opportunities to
business owners.

 Pensacola provides detailed parcel information in a smooth interface
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Case Study

Generating Useful Apps
Governments need applications that not only are sleek and
simple but also, more importantly, provide real value to the
organization and its users. To unite IT professionals, startups, and government executives in creating meaningful apps
that improve government services to citizens, Esri and the
International City/County Management Association (ICMA)
have created the #LocalGov Technology Alliance.
Through this alliance, Esri and ICMA are hosting events that
bring government leaders together to discuss the apps they
need the most. At the top of the list are those that promote
public reporting and information sharing; citizens as scientists;
sensors, and volunteers, public input; and unsolicited comments.

Esri and ICMA are sharing these insights with innovative groups like Code for America and other Esri partners.
Strengthening the ties between innovative developers and government leaders will generate apps that serve government’s
most pressing needs.

To learn more about this alliance and
upcoming events, contact Esri director
of government marketing Christopher
Thomas at cthomas@esri.com.

 Government leaders met at Esri headquarters to discuss the apps they want to provide to citizens.
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Case Study

The Town of Windsor Embraces
Enterprise-Wide GIS
Windsor, California, is a family-oriented
community of about 27,000, with an
exceptional quality of life located in the
wine country of Sonoma County. The
town offers a wide variety of services and
recreational opportunities, well-planned
business areas, and a historical downtown.
Recently, the town of Windsor needed
to evaluate the potential for extended
GIS capabilities and explore opportunities for data sharing among departments.
In 2011, the town selected Geographic

Staff throughout Windsor can now quickly
access geographic information such as park
locations and areas with high concentrations
of streetlights.

Technologies Group (GTG) to perform a
full GIS departmental needs assessment
as well as a GIS strategic implementation
plan. Over the course of a few months,
GTG met with departments and evaluated the current use of GIS data and opportunities for growth. GTG documented
areas where the town could implement
geospatial technology and generate a
noticeable return on investment (ROI).
A solution was needed that could be
somewhat customized for each department but still serve the town as an
enterprise system. With all the information gathered during the interviews, GTG
created a five-year tactical and implementation plan that included a completely cloud-based GIS solution utilizing Esri
ArcGIS Online technology implemented
over five years.

GTG administered the town’s ArcGIS
Online account and created the needed
GIS data layers. Coupled with the ArcGIS
Online deployment, GTG loaded GIS
data layers selected for the first-year
implementation into the Esri ArcGIS for
Local Government data model.
GTG used the ArcGIS Viewer application to deploy the town’s GIS. ArcGIS
Viewer was made available initially to
one representative of each department.
Now, these initial users can access this
web-based application to view, verify, and
analyze GIS data with the click of a button.
The users have the data they need readily
available in an easy-to-use and intuitive
interface. Without having to rely on other
people to provide this data to them, the
Town of Windsor has the potential to save
time and increase productivity.

Within a seven-month time frame,
the town had newly created utility data
layers; parcel layers including assessor’s
parcel numbers (APN), ownership, property lines, and assessor maps; an aerial
layer; and additional data layers sourced
from other outside agencies loaded into
the Esri ArcGIS for Local Government
data model, as well as an intuitive application with each department’s data
loaded for viewing and analysis.
The Town of Windsor now has a true enterprise-wide GIS. The town will use ArcGIS
Online to provide access to additional
departmental users and the public. GTG
will continue to create additional data layers
throughout the five-year project. Although
the town is just beginning the second year
of a five-year implementation, the department representatives already have access
to more GIS data layers than ever before.

For more information,
contact Matthew McLamb,
senior project manager,
GTG, at mmclamb
@geotg.com.
Winter 2013/2014 esri.com/localgov
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Vermont Agency of Transportation Implements
ArcGIS Online for Rail Asset Management and
Emergency Response
The Vermont Agency of Transportation
(VTrans) Rail Section recently implemented ArcGIS Online to manage stateowned rail assets and improve emergency response. In addition, the agency
uses the Esri Collector for ArcGIS and
Operations Dashboard for ArcGIS apps
for field data collection and oversight of
Vermont’s rail network.
To eliminate data silos, VTrans replaced its spreadsheet-based asset management system with a secure, cloudbased GIS for managing its network. The
agency uses ArcGIS Online to display all
its rail property and asset information in

various map viewers accessible by VTrans
personnel and the public.
To improve its rail inspection and
emergency response, VTrans uses
Collector for ArcGIS. Recently, Collector
enabled field staff to gather condition
information on 379 public rail crossings
in just six weeks, nearly three times faster
than last year. This valuable information
will help VTrans plan maintenance and
upgrades for years to come. VTrans
field staff also used Collector to share
damage reports during Hurricane Sandy,
including photos for faster evaluation of
storm damage.

VTrans uses Operations Dashboard for
ArcGIS in its rail asset inspection process
to perform high-level analyses of crossing conditions. Operations Dashboard
also provides up-to-the-minute situational awareness by displaying real-time
weather information, asset condition
reports, and photos for emergency
responders and state officials.

To view the public version
of the VTrans rail mapping
system, visit rail.vermont.gov.
 Rail property

and asset
information
is publicly
available on
ArcGIS Online.
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Making Your GIS Relevant to the Community

Power Your Community with Best-of-Breed Apps
• Collect Rich Data on iOS, Android, Windows (Phone/Tablet) & BlackBerry
• Visualize Collected Data Directly Inside ArcGIS®
• Out-of-box Integration with ArcGIS® for Server, Cityworks, Dynamics & More...
• Leverage Your Authoritative Data & Cartography

www.citysourced.com/arcnews

Esri News

New and Noteworthy

Esri Online

Recovers

Find State and Local Government Solutions

This 2012 Code for
America accelerator
start-up provides
easy-to-use software
that makes disaster
response smarter.
It empowers communities to prepare
together, mitigate risk, and match resources with needs based
on location. Sisters Caitria and Morgan O’Neill created a
functional infrastructure for recovery after an EF3 tornado hit
their hometown of Monson, Massachusetts. Now, their solution provides a framework that can
be deployed before a disaster to help
prepare communities.

At solutions.arcgis.com, you’ll find the new ArcGIS for State
Government. This resource has maps and apps tailored to
state government needs. You’ll also find the established
ArcGIS for Local Government. Take a tour to see how to get
started, deploy focused maps and apps, and join the Esri
community.

GIS WebTech
GIS WebTech develops GIS-based web
software and interactive mapping applications for economic development, tourism,
real estate, and private organizations. The
firm collaborates with public and private partners to create innovative, informative, and timely web mapping solutions.
Engineered to function within economic development websites, the firm’s latest sites and buildings application, Recruit,
displays Esri demographic data on a map alongside updated
commercial real estate listings for an extremely accurate perspective of available properties.
The firm also incorporates story maps to feature assets of
a city, county, or region, such as logistic or utility networks
that are leveraged for economic development purposes. The
highly interactive and informative maps provide an easy-tounderstand format with images, web links, and embedded
videos that encourage interactivity, social sharing, and clickthroughs on websites.

 An example of the ArcGIS for State Government portal, which can

be customized according to each state’s needs.

Get a GovLoop Guide
GovLoop provides a knowledge network for government.
Visit govloop.com/guides to find industry perspective
guides including Esri: ArcGIS as a Platform, with Jack
Dangermond, and topical guides such as The Mapping
Revolution: Incorporating Geographic Information Systems
in Government.

Read an Argument for Open Data
For the #LocalGov Technology Alliance, Christopher
Thomas, Esri’s director of government marketing, writes
about the value of making mapping and GIS data available in “What’s Different That Makes Open Data an
Infrastructure?” The alliance is an Esri-ICMA [International
City/County Management Association] initiative to explore
the world of big data, open data, apps, and dashboards
and what it all means for local governments. See his view at
esriurl.com/OpenData.

Winter 2013/2014 esri.com/localgov
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California Healthcare Atlas Offers Single, Easy-to-Use Portal
Levy said. “The tool has been very
thoughtfully developed; it saves us
money and time.”
Alameda’s marketing, communications,
and strategy teams are frequent users.
Many other visitors to the site come looking for information about areas having
one or more of the seven work force
shortage designations administered
by OSHPD. For example, the Health
Professions Education Foundation (HPEF)
is awarding $32 million this fiscal year to
attract or retain health care professionals
in areas of unmet need. Using the atlas,
individuals can quickly and easily research where these special designations
exist and then learn about the hospitals
and clinics located within them.
“The workload burden on staff, grant
applicants, and awardees was, in the past,
unnecessarily cumbersome,” said Charlene
Almazan, lead program officer for HPEF.
Almazan said the website makes
their work much easier and quicker: “I
love telling our grant applicants and
awardees to use my GIS.” There’s lots
of money to award, and every efficiency
gain ultimately improves health care for
someone, she said.
Arsenio Mataka, assistant secretary
at California Environmental Protection
Agency, contends that “having geographic and demographic information about
areas in California lacking sufficient health
care professionals provides executives
and other decision makers with meaningful insights as they move to improve the
health and economic vitality of our state’s
most impacted communities.”
“It’s such a simple thing—connecting the geographic dots—and yet the
simplicity belies an essential step in
connecting people needing services with
enough health professionals to provide
those services,” O’Neill said.
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continued from page 4

 Evolving the

website in order
to keep up with
user expectations,
needs, and
changes in
technology is
business as usual at
OSHPD.

Background and Evolution
of the Atlas
Over 12 years ago, OSHPD acknowledged
its difficult task and envisioned information technology solutions to address
the challenges, which were formidable,
recalled O’Neill. Health care in California
is a complex landscape of practitioners,
hospitals, clinics, patients, businesses, insurance, diagnoses, treatments, research,
and more. In practice, the data reflects
that landscape’s complexity. Using,
managing, and planning health care are
neither simple nor easy for anyone. High
on any list of challenges has to be information access and transparency.
“We didn’t call it ‘open data’ 12 years
ago,” O’Neill said. “That buzzword hadn’t
yet hit the mainstream of popular culture.”
Nonetheless, in many ways, OSHPD
faced an open data challenge—with virtual mountains of ethereal bits and bytes
stacking up within its walls. The challenge
back then—and still today—has been to
harness the many unwieldy data silos so
that they churn raw data into information
in a tangible, inviting way, he said.
Michael Kassis, former CIO and deputy
director at OSHPD, remembers that from
the late 1990s to 2000, a small number of
OSHPD staff members knew how to use
GIS in the common desktop workstation
environment. Maps were made. Data was
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processed. Information was created.
“It was business as usual throughout
countless organizations,” said Kassis. “If
you had the skills, software, data, time,
and knowledge to put it all together, you
could turn mere data into information.”
Both staff and management recognized
the value GIS technology brought to the
table with its powerful visualizations and
geographic analysis. Nonetheless, there
were problems:
•• Too much data—period
•• Too complex and nuanced data
•• Too few staff members with sufficient
GIS knowledge and skills
•• Too many data silos
•• Too difficult to find data
•• Too difficult to combine disparate
datasets
•• Too limited publication media
“Having recognized the value in GIS
and openly acknowledged the issues,
management moved starting in 2000 on
multiple fronts to deal with challenges
such as insufficient funding and resources,” O’Neill said. A feasibility study
report (FSR) made the case for funding a
new enterprise-level GIS program and a
large, complex data warehouse. By 2004,
the programs were funded, contracts
were executed, and OSHPD had the
beginnings of an enterprise GIS and data
warehouse.

“That big step was difficult and yet essential to having the atlas today,” he said.

Technology Today
According to O’Neill, Esri has been a
vital technology and solutions partner of
OSHPD from the start. The first incarnation (2004) of the website, which proudly
focused on its map, published a smaller
range of data and debuted as OSHPD’s
initial public offering of online mapping
combined with data from the new patient
data warehouse. The atlas hit the ground
running with a cutting-edge web query
system—California’s first-ever interactive
mapping of health care data.
That was then. Today, the atlas
runs ArcGIS Server 10, ArcGIS API for
JavaScript, Microsoft ASP.NET MVC, and
SQL Server, combined with a few other
programming libraries.
“Esri provides us with a comprehensive
suite of GIS software,” O’Neill said. “We
blend in a variety of small and large
technology products, but we are an Esri
shop for our geospatial solutions.”
The OSHPD GIS team authors and
maintains its geographic datasets for
the atlas with the same software used for
regular cartographic production, which
allows users to publish map services
easily on ArcGIS Server. From a staffing
and resource perspective, O’Neill and his
colleagues find this setup ideal because
it allows them to efficiently pair tasks with
staff skills.
“GIS tasks are assigned to GIS professionals, and website development is
accomplished by programmers,” he said.
“Managing the geographic datasets is
actually a huge and complex undertaking
made easier with Esri tools.”
Some of the “secret sauce” found in the
atlas flows from a cookbook-like library of
over 100 custom ModelBuilder models.
Said O’Neill, “We estimate there are probably 1,800 or more processing steps in all
of those models. Without that essential
automation using Esri tools, we could not
ever keep up with the data maintenance.”

Latest Phase
Having several years of experience and
user feedback under its belt, OSHPD realized that things had to change to keep up
with quickly evolving expectations for the
user experience. The new third-generation version of the California Healthcare
Atlas modernizes the platform on which
it runs, improves usability, increases data
transparency, and adds new data.
“The site’s layout is reorganized to
better hold the huge and diverse content
presented now and to allow for adding
new content going forward,” O’Neill said.
“Everything relates to something and,
oftentimes, to many things at once. This
reflects reality and real geography, where
hospitals, people, and administrative
boundaries are interconnected.”
The threads or pathways through the
site’s more than 16,000 pages are almost
limitless. It’s a formidable mountain
of data made tangible by attractive
interfaces, search engines, search boxes,
logical information architecture, and
gobs of cross-referencing.
“This generation of the website marks
a new beginning for information transparency, site usability, and content discovery
offerings by OSHPD,” he said.

Looking forward over the next
one to three years, O’Neill anticipates
the addition of new health care quality
measures, expanding on the hospital
market content, and providing more ways
for people and systems to consume
the data.
“We will continue to improve on our
report-like managed content and also
improve on freeing the data in new ways
to put the power of information into
peoples’ hands,” he said.

For more information,
contact Michael O’Neill,
senior geospatial architect,
GISP, California Office of
Statewide Health Planning
and Development, at
Michael.ONeill@oshpd
.ca.gov, or call 916-3263982. Visit http://oshpd
.ca.gov/atlas.

The California Healthcare Atlas includes
•• More than 16,000 searchable, cross-referenced geographic places in California
•• Facility types—five types of hospitals, seven types of clinics, and four types
of long-term care
•• Hospital market maps and data
•• Hospital inpatient reports
•• Hospital ambulatory surgery reports
•• Hospital and clinic license reports
•• Procedure volumes and utilization reports
•• Dashboards for critical-access, disproportionate-share, rural hospitals;
emergency departments; and trauma centers
•• Seven types of work force shortage areas
•• Rates of people who have insurance
•• Hospital financials
•• Reimbursement rates by payer categories at hospitals
•• Community demographics
•• Fair pricing information for the uninsured (hospital specific)
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2014 Esri UC

United We Map
July 14–18, 2014 | San Diego
900 real-world projects. 300 technical sessions. 15,000 geogeeks.
Map, app, and have a good time. See amazing demos, showcase
islands, and the world’s largest Map Gallery. The greatest geospatial
minds come together for the biggest geoevent of the year.
Esri International User Conference. United We Map!

Register today at esri.com/uc
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